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FT 1000: Europe's Fastest Growing Companies 

Gigas, in the Top 1000 of European 
fastest growing companies, 
according to the Financial Times 
The Spanish cloud computing company sees its model recognized and 
repeats in the prestigious ranking developed by the media 
 
Gigas (GIGA.MAB), a Spanish multinational specialized in cloud computing 
services, has been recognized for the second consecutive year as one of the 
fastest growing companies in Europe, according to the Financial Times report 
FT1000, 2018. 

This ranking, developed by UK’s media leader, compiles the 1,000 companies 
that have shown a better annual performance in recent years, among 31 
European countries. For the second consecutive year, Gigas appears in the 
ranking, sharing recognition, with another 133 Spanish companies of which more 
than 10% are technological, a sector that remains the driving force of the 
economy and competitiveness in Europe. 

Diego Cabezudo, CEO of Gigas, commented: "It is a recognition of the effort, 
dedication and commitment, with which our team works every day and he are 
truly honored." "A distinction that will serve to continue betting on technology 
and innovation, and to reinforce our commitment to excellence, technological 
development and, above all, to our customers," he said. 
 

About Gigas.com  

Gigas is a Spanish company, listed on the Mercado Alternativo Bursátil (Spanish 
Alternative Equity Market or MAB) since 2015 (GIGA.MAB), which specialises in cloud 
computing services. Incorporated in 2011, it has become one of the world’s leader 
providers in the sector, according to Gartner's “Magic Quadrant for Cloud Infrastructure 
as a Service” report. Gigas, which offers cloud-computing solutions, stands out for its 
cutting-edge technology and exceptional technical support. With data centers in Madrid, 
Barcelona, Miami and Santiago de Chile, the company has offices in Spain, Colombia, 
Chile, Peru, Miami, Panama and Mexico. The company is the only public cloud services 
provider in Spain for European Commission institutions after winning the public tender 
held in 2015. Its platform offers a high level of security and is certified in accordance with 
international standards, such as ISO 27001 and PCI DSS Level 1. 
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